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VERISIGN, INC.,

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA

(Alexandria Division)

Plaintiff,

v.
Case No. 1:14-cv-01749-CMH-

XYZ.COM, LLC MSN

-and-

DANIEL NEGARI,

Defendants.

PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS AND FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO
DEFENDANT XYZ.COM'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES

Plaintiff VeriSign, Inc. ("Verisign"), by and through undersigned counsel, and under

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 33, the Local Civil Rules of the Eastern District of Virginia, and

this Court's Rule 16(b) Scheduling Order, hereby objects to the following Interrogatories by

Defendant XYZ.COM, LLC:

OBJECTIONS

The following General Objection .,applies to all Interrogatories and is incorporated by

reference into the responses to each individual Interrogatory. The assertion of the same, similar,

or additional objections in response to any particular Interrogatory does not waive or limit the

Plaintiff's General Objection as set forth below.

1. Plaintiff objects to the Interrogatories to the extent they seek information that is

protected from disclosure under the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrine, or any

other applicable statutory or common law privilege. Inadvertent production of any document or
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revealing of information subject to any applicable privilege or protection is not intended to be,

and shall not operate as, a waiver of any such privilege or protection, in whole or in part.

This General Objection is incorporated into each and every response provided, and the

failure to expressly reference this General Objection shall not be interpreted as a failure to assert

the same. Additionally, Plaintiff reserves its right to supplement, and intends to supplement, its

responses based on any additional discovery or other information obtained after the date of these

interrogatories, which includes but is not limited to, information obtained (a) in Defendants'

response to Plaintiff's second set of interrogatories and document requests; (b) from nonparties

who have been subpoenaed including Defendants' accountant (where Defendant has a pending

motion to quash); (c) the forthcoming depositions of Defendants' personnel.

OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS

Plaintiff objects to Instruction 4 because the instruction requires Plaintiff to produce

documents and tangible things in response to interrogatories, which is inconsistent with the

requirements of Rule 33 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and more appropriate as the

subject of a document request under Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

Plaintiff objects to Instruction 6 because the instruction contains a legal statement and

conclusion regarding the relevancy and scope of Defendants' interrogatories, not an instruction.

Plaintiff will address each request individually and object to those that are not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. With regard to privileged

information, Plaintiff construes this instruction to mean that if the interrogatory calls for

information that would be responsive but for this instruction, Plaintiff will construe the

interrogatory as not calling for privileged information.
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Plaintiff objects to Instruction 7 because the requirement to state "all of the factual and

legal grounds for your objection with specificity" for Plaintiff's objection is inconsistent with

Rule 33 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff will object as required under Rule

33(b)(4).

Plaintiff objects to Instruction 10 because the instruction directly contradicts Instruction

6. Plaintiff further objects to this Instruction because it exceeds the requirements set forth in

Rule 33(b). To eliminate these inconsistencies, Plaintiff will disregard this Instruction and

respond with respect to privileged information as stated in Plaintiff's response to Instruction 6.

Plaintiff objects to Instruction 11 because the instruction is inconsistent with the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure and sets an arbitrary time period upon which Plaintiff must provide

supplemental responses. Any supplements to Plaintiff's responses will be provided as required

by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Rules of this Court.

TIMING OF THIS FIRST SUPPLEMENT

The timing of this first supplement to answers to interrogatories is in accordance with the

conferences among counsel and is intended to reflect information obtained since the time of the

initial response, including the substantial document production Defendants' made on June 13,

2015, and also timed to occur, as agreed by counsel, after the initial expert disclosures that

occurred on July 3, 2015. The supplement does not reflect the court-ordered re-deposition of

Defendant Daniel Negari which occurred on July 6, 2015 because the transcript for that

deposition (ordered on expedited basis) is not yet available.

OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES

INTERROGATORY NO. l: Identify and describe in detail all harm You contend Your
reputation and goodwill have suffered as a result of any alleged statements, actions, or conduct
attributed to Defendants in the Complaint. Include in Your answer the amount of such alleged
harm, and the method used to calculate the same,
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ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants' statements violate the Lanham Act,
constitute unfair competition, and are proximately impairing Verisign's brand and
goodwill. Defendants' deceptive promotional statements, have been widely disseminated
in interstate commerce sufficiently to the relevant purchasing public so as to constitute
commercial advertising under the Lanham Act. Defendants have also made deceptive
promotional statements to registrars, domainers, and other potential purchasers of domain
names. Defendants' statements have actually deceived a substantial segment of the
audience exposed to them, or have the capacity for such deception. Defendants'
statements have, or are likely to, influence domain name registration purchasing
decisions and the decisions of registrars. Further, Defendants' statements undermine the
equity and goodwill that Plaintiff has developed in the .COM registry. Defendants'
statements have also injured Plaintiff's reputation, and have unjustly enriched Defendants
at Verisign's expense.

Plaintiff further states that Verisign and Defendants are direct competitors and XYZ's
advertising statements are premised on a comparative superiority claim that uses
references to .COM by name. In this head-to-head competitive setting, coupled with
Defendants' express comparative claims naming .COM and alleged to be misleading,
Verisign conclusively establishes standing, irreparable harm, and damages. Irreparable
harm to Verisign's brand reputation and goodwill is all but presumed.

Plaintiff further states that Defendants themselves have claimed that the ".xyz registry
has put on amulti-million dollar awareness campaign" that has "worlc[ed]," led to
"traffic," and generated "registrations." These registrations have come at the expense of
Verisign's goodwill in the .COM registry, and have caused the loss of registrations in
Verisign's .NET top level domain.

Defendants have acknowledged that .COM enjoys a premium reputation and goodwill.
Defendants' false and exaggerated statements about the availability of ,COM, which are
factually wrong and also do not account for the aftermarlcet in which Defendant Negari
actively participates, presumptively inflicts irreparable harm and impairment to good will
and reputational value which may be difficult to measure precisely but which support
both irreparable harm and money damages. For example, if potential purchasers believed
Defendants' measurably false statement that 99% of .COM domain searches come back
unavailable, potential purchasers may have stopped checking for .COM names or not
hold .COM in the same high regard as they do currently.

Plaintiff has quantified its harm, including through expert testimony, as follows:

Disgorgement of Defendants' profits: this number is currently calculated as
$2,154,420 by Verisign damages expert Lauren Kindler, however, as Ms. Kindler
notes, Defendants have not yet provided financial data relating to their sales of .XYZ
domain name registrations and associated profitability. Ms. Kindler's current
calculation is based on Defendants' public representations. However, this is subject
to change if, and when, Defendants produce the financial statements Verisign has
requested in discovery (or if and when Defendants stop interfering with the nonparty
subpoena Verisign served on Defendants' accountant).
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Lost profits: this number has been calculated by Ms. Kindler at $527,179 and is
based on lost .NET registrations.

Corrective advertising: this number has been calculated by Ms. Kindler at
$1,432,236 and is based on the cost to respond to Defendants' false advertising
statements about .COM availability by putting on the Internet Official .com domain
name contest.

Harm to reputation, goodwill, and brand: Verisign has suffered damages that are
difficult, if not impossible, to calculate because Defendants' statements have also
negatively impacted Verisign's goodwill and reputation, including the reputation it
has fostered and built up in the .COM registry. For example, as of April 2014,
approximately 112 million names were registered in the .COM registry. These
registrations are the result, in large part, of significant advertising, sales, marketing,
and promotional expenses that Verisign has invested in the .COM gTLD for years.
Pursuant to Rule 33(d)(1), Verisign refers Defendants to Verisign's filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. The SEC filings state the investments
(including in sales and marketing expense) that Verisign has made in the .COM
registry. See, e.g., VRSN0000000573-1547, Any tarnishing or diminishment in
value in the .COM registry—which Defendants have accomplished through their false
statements about availability in the .COM registry—harms the reputation, goodwill,
and brand in .COM. Verisign intends to ask the jury to place a value on this harm.

Attorney's fees and costs incurred by Verisign in prosecuting this action: this amount
and the substantiation therefore shall be set forth in a motion under Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 54 if Verisign is successful in its claims.

INTERROGATORY NO.2: Identify and describe in detail all economic harm that You
contend to have suffered as a result of any alleged statements, actions, or conduct attributed to
Defendants in the Complaint. Include in Your answer the amount of such alleged harm, and the
method used to calculate the same.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants' statements violate the Lanham Act,
constitute unfair competition, and are proximately impairing Verisign's brand and
goodwill. Defendants' deceptive promotional statements, have been widely disseminated
in interstate commerce sufficiently to the relevant purchasing public so as to constitute
commercial advertising under the Lanham Act. Defendants have made deceptive
promotional statements to registrars, domainers, and other potential purchasers of domain
names. Defendants' statements have actually deceived a substantial segment of the
audience exposed to them, or have the capacity for such deception, Defendants'
statements have, or are likely to, influence domain-name registration purchasing
decisions and the decisions of registrars to enter into business arrangements with XYZ
including for registry of domain names. Further, Defendants' statements undermine the
equity and goodwill that Plaintiff has developed in the .COM registry. Defendants'
statements have also injured Plaintiff's reputation, and have unjustly enriched Defendants
at Verisign's expense.
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Plaintiff further states that Verisign and Defendants are direct competitors and XYZ's
advertising statements are premised on a comparative superiority claim that uses
references to ,COM by name. In this head-to-head competitive setting, coupled with
Defendants' express comparative claims naming .COM and alleged to be misleading,
Verisign conclusively establishes standing, irreparable harm, and damages. Irreparable
harm to Verisign's brand reputation and goodwill is all but presumed.

Plaintiff further states that Defendants themselves have claimed that the ".xyz registry
has put on a multi-million dollar awareness campaign" that has "woric[ed]," led to
"traffic," and generated "registrations." These registrations have come at the expense of
Verisign's goodwill in the .COM registry, and have caused the loss of registrations in
Verisign's .NET top level domain. Defendants concede that they are attempting to and
have achieved a capturing of growth from Verisign, and that this success is driven
entirely by the false statements made in advertising in which Defendants have created
artificial demand. In an internal email, Negari said: "Lets get a press release; love to get
one out with a quote from Verisign -about how we are going to take away all their
growth." XYZ 84995 (emphasis added); see also XYZ 157499 (internal email discussing
Verisign and saying " We will completely own them"). XYZ consistently compares itself
to .COM and claims that it is the "next.com" (XYZ 220931) (emphasis added) with the
expectation that it will "increase market share for .XYZ relative to other tids." (XYZ
142191). Given that .COM is the largest incumbent, targeting and taking away from
.COM is unavoidable, and XYZ proclaims: "XYZ has already disrupted the market"
(XYZ 204770), and is "malting a big push now to increase our market share" in Asia and
around the world. (XYZ 173118).

Plaintiff has quantified its harm, including through expert testimony, as follows:

Disgorgement of Defendants' profits: this number is currently calculated as
$2,154,420 by Verisign damages expert Lauren Kindler, however, as Ms. Kindler
notes, Defendants have not yet provided financial data relating to their sales of .XYZ
domain name registrations and associated profitability. Ms. Kindler's current
calculation is based on Defendants' public representations. However, this is subject
to change if, and when, Defendants produce the financial statements Verisign has
requested in discovery (or if and when Defendants stop interfering with the nonparty
subpoena Verisign served on Defendants' accountant).

• Lost profits; this number has been calculated by Ms. Kindler at $527,179 and is
based on lost .NET registrations.

Corrective advertising; this number has been calculated by Ms. Kindler at
$1,432,236 and is based on the cost to respond to Defendants' false advertising
statements about .COM availability by putting on the Internet Official .tom domain
name contest.

• Harm to reputation, goodwill, and brand: Verisign has suffered damages that are
difficult, if not impossible to calculate because Defendants' statements have also
negatively impacted Verisign's goodwill and brand, including that built up in the
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.COM registry. For example, as of Apri12014, approximately 112 million names
were registered in the .COM registry. These registrations are the result, in large part,
of significant advertising, sales, marketing, and promotional expenses that Verisign
has invested in the .COM gTLD for years. Pursuant to Rule 33(d)(1), Verisign refers
Defendants to Verisign's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The
SEC filings state the investments (including in sales and marketing expense) that
Verisign has made in the .COM registry. See, e.g., VRSN0000000573-1547. Any
tarnishing or diminishment in value in the .COM registry—which Defendants have
accomplished through their false statements about availability in the .COM registry—
harms the reputation, goodwill, and brand in .COM. Verisign intends to aslc the jury
to place a value on this harm.

Attorney's fees and costs incurred by Verisign in prosecuting this action: this amount
and the substantiation therefore shall be set forth in a motion under Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 54 if Verisign is successful in its claims.

INTERROGATORY NO.3: Identify and describe in'detail any harm not included in Your
answers to Interrogatory No, 1 or Interrogatory No 2. that You contend You have suffered as a
result of any alleged statements, actions, or conduct attributed to Defendants in the Complaint.
Include in Your answer the amount of such alleged harm, and the method used to calculate the
same.

ANSWER: None.

INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Identify and describe in detail the Relevant Purchasing Public
that You refer to in the Complaint; Include in Your answer Your best estimate as to the number
of individuals and entities that comprise the Relevant Purchasing Public and the basis for Your
estimate. (See Complaint x(71.)

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: The relevant purchasing public are actual or potential purchasers of
domain names. It is difficult for Verisign to provide a "best estimate" as to the number of
individuals and entities that comprise the relevant purchasing public, primarily because
Verisign is a registry (a wholesaler of domain names), and does not sell domain names
directly to consumers. Thus, Verisign cannot provide a number of consumers who have
purchased domain names. Verisign can however, provide the data reported in its Domain
Name Industry Brief that the first quarter of 2015 closed with a base of 294 million
domain name registrations across all top-level domains (TLDs), an increase of six million
domain names, or 1.9 percent over the fourth quarter of 2014. Registrations have grown
by 17.8 million, or 6.5 percent, year over year.

INTERROGATORY NO. 5: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the alleged
statements, actions, or conduct attributed to Defendants in the Complaint deceived or tended to
deceive the Relevant Purchasing Public and/or "a substantial segment of the audience exposed to
it". (See Complaint ~¶ 71-72.)
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OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants have disseminated a false and/or
misleading promotional campaign in which they have directly compared .XYZ to .COM
in several ways. One of the lcey promotional messages from Defendants is that
Defendants have achieved the most registrations of all new gTLDs, and at the time this
case was filed, Defendants made repeated statements asserting that they had achieved
between 400,000 and 750,000 new registrations in 2014. Defendants never once
disclosed the fact that they attained these numbers by an enormous "free" giveaway
scheme whereby users were registered for .XYZ domain names without the users
consent, or, in some cases, even their knowledge. One of the entities that was
automatically registered fora .XYZ domain was Plaintiff itself (the owner of www.gtld-
servers.com, who was automatically registered for www.gtld-servers.xyz)—who
discovered this after the fact, and never authorized or consented to this give-away
registration.

As explained in the expert report of Michael Mazis, Defendants' advertising statements
touting the number of registrations (e.g., "447,544" as of August 2014) while concealing
the fact that these registrations were based almost entirely on a free give away, deceived
potential purchasers into thinking that the 447,544 registrants represent actual
purclzcrsers of an XYZ domain name. The Mazis report attaches actual data
demonstrating this deception as prevalent among actual or potential purchasers of domain
names, and Verisign intends to rely on these data and the expert report. In addition,
Defendants' statements touting registration numbers implies that the registrations reflect
knowing consent by the person's registered for these domain names (known as the
registrants). The truth is completely different. Defendants architected the transaction to
result in the "robo-registration" of almost 400,000 registrants without their knowledge or
consent in a crass manner that was intended to permit Defendants to make false
statements with the intent and effect of artificially and materially overstating XYZ's
acceptance and success.

Defendants underscored and strengthened the false message conveyed by this
misrepresentation through claiming that they received 100% of the wholesale price and
that they had derived revenue from this enormous "free" giveaway. For example,
Defendants falsely claimed that:

As of June 4, 2014, "100% of the registrations we've received from every
registrar have been paid to us at the full wholesale price.
(XYZ 00124022, June 4, 2014) (PX 189).

As of June 5, 2014, "I am getting paid the entire wholesale price for every
.XYZ domain registration." (XYZ 00124324, June 5, 2014) (PX 195),

As of June 5, 2014 "I get paid the ENTIRE wholesale price, which is the
same price that every registrar pays." (XYZ 00124347, June 5, 2014) (PX
196).
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• As of June 9, 2014, "every registrar is paying $8 wholesale - we have no
price discounts available on new-reg." (XYZ 00124490, June 9, 2014)
(PX 123).

• "447,544 domains registered" in .XYZ as of August 2014 (Complaint
Exhibit 7, August 20, 2014) (PX 7),

• As of September 15, 2014 "We've [XYZ] been paid in full for each and
every registration, per ICANN's equal access policy." (XYZ 00074275,
September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• As of September 15, 2014, "We still receive the same wholesale price for
each registration from each registrar, regardless of the price they sell the
domains for." (XYZ 00074275, September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• XYZ was "paid the full wholesale price for every registration" [XYZ
00173516, September 22, 2014] (PX 215).

• As of November 6, 2014, "As the registry/supplier, we (.XYZ) receive the
full wholesale price for each .XYZ domain a retailer sells." (XYZ
00074433, November 6, 2014) (PX 178).

• XYZ "[1]aunched June 2014 $5,000,000+ Revenue in 2014." (XYZ
00210301, January 25, 2015) (PX 218).

• XYZ "generated over $5 million in revenue in just six months," (XYZ 00210299,
January 30, 2015) (PX 218); see also (XYZ 00074855, 00074859, 00074863,
March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

• As of March 24, 2015, "Every registration we have had is a normal, valid
registration and we have been paid our full wholesale cost for each registration."
(XYZ00074858, March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

As of March 24, 2015, "We [XYZ] were paid 100% of wholesale cost for each
registration. (XYZ 00074862, March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

The foregoing are not exhaustive, but demonstrate the pervasive nature of Defendants'
false advertising statements made to the relevant purchasing public, domainers and
registrars. As indicated above, these statements are false due to the giveaway that
Defendants coordinated through Network Solutions and Defendants' "round trip"
accounting scheme.

In reality, Defendants did not have amulti-million dollar marketing campaign, but appear
to be counting the money that was never actually paid to the Network Solutions affiliate
as it was part of the zero sum transaction for the domain name giveaway. In essence, no
money exchanged hands -- yet Defendants assert in their communications with potential
purchasers that they were paid for the domain names associated with the domain name

G~
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giveaway and that they spent millions on a marketing campaign. This "roundtrip"
transaction allowed them to claim a "multi million dollar marketing campaign" without
actually spending all of the claimed money. For example, Defendants stated:

• ".xyz is launching amulti-million dollar ad campaign to generate awareness and
preregistrations/registrations" (XYZ 00082743, October 28, 2013) (email to
company promoting XYZ)

• "Each of our members' websites will be featured on XYZ.COM and will also be
included in our multi-million dollar marketing campaign." (XYZ 00000377, no
date) (Ad brochure)

`Backed by amulti-million dollar marketing budget, .xyz has developed an in-
depth marketing strategy to maximize the number of registrations for a variety of
industries." (XYZ 00080705, no date) (Ad brochure)

~ "Multi-million dollar marketing campaigns prior to launch and during each phase
of distribution" (XYZ 00080728, no date) (Ad brochure)

Defendants intentionally structured its arrangement with Network Solutions as a "round
trip" transaction in order to facilitate Defendants' campaign of false statements in
advertising, As explained in the expert report of Mark L. Berenblut, the term "round-
trip" transaction describes transactions structured to create the appearance of legitimate
revenue generating transactions notwithstanding that the underlying economic substance
differs significantly from its financial appearance or, in some cases, is completely
lacking. Around-trip transaction typically involves apparent or actual exchanges of
goods and services between two or more parties, with off-setting payments, such that no
(or a significantly lower amount o~ cash is actually exchanged. Structuring transactions
in this way is generally intended to obscure the true economic substance of a
transaction—whether for the purpose of inflating the apparent financial performance of a
company or for some other business purpose.

XYZ's "round-trip" transaction with Network Solutions was purposefully designed to
allow XYZ to over-state the level of demand for its domain registrations. The reality of
the transaction contradicts the advertising statements made by the Defendants that XYZ
was paid for the domain registrations arising from that transaction. Further, several
emails relating to the negotiation of the "round-trip" transaction are consistent with the
proposition that the transaction was structured with intent to deceive or conceal its true
economic substance.

Defendants claim that they were paid for each registration, when they were actually
actually paid nothing, and Network Solutions was paid nothing. In the words of Negari
himself, the Network Solutions deal was designed to give away .xyz domain names "at
no cost to t/ze customer." Customers "will receive 1 .xyz domain name foF free for one
year." PX 106. Negari also directed that the registrations be stuffed automatically into
unsuspecting user accounts so that the 375,000 domain names would be registered "in the
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first few clays" of general availability of .xyz domain names. Consistent with Negari's
orders, Network Solutions sent out an email announcing a "complimentary" .xyz domain
"free of charge." PX 240. Recipients had to opt out or else they were automatically
signed up, and the email was often not read or trapped in Spam filters. Negari and XYZ
knew that this violated the ICANN rule not to sign up users without consent, but
Defendants did nothing to cure this.

A third key promotional message from Defendants has been to disparage the availability
of common-word domain names available on the .COM registry. As alleged in the
Complaint, Defendants have stated that "it's impossible to find a domain name you
want," and "all of the good real estate is taken. The only thing that is left is something
with a dash or maybe three dashes and a couple of numbers in it." These false statements
are not exhaustive, but are examples of the comparative advertising campaign in which
XYZ has attempted to position itself as a superior alternative to .COM, while relying on
false and misleading metrics to bolster its position. For example, Defendants released a
video depicting .XYZ as a brand new sports car and .COM as an old Honda, used
misleading slogans, and falsely trumpeted the message that reputable third-party
organizations such as NPR have called XYZ "the next .com" even though those third
party organizations said no such thing. These statements, coupled with additional
statements and conduct that Plaintiff has not yet received through discovery, have misled
and deceived the relevant purchasing public and/or a substantial segment of the audience
exposed to it because they are literally false, or, at best, false by necessary implication,
and/or misleading.

As with the other false promotional messages, Defendants underscored and strengthened
the false message conveyed by their misrepresentations through a number of related
statements. For example, Defendants falsely claimed that:

• "The only thing that is left is something with a dash or maybe three dashes
and a couple of numbers in it." (Complaint Exhibit 2, 3, Apri14, 2014)
(PX 65).

• "Did you know that 99% of all registrar searches today result in a ̀ domain
taken' page?" (VRSN 00000149-00000163, June 1, 2014) (PX 47).

• "[A] corporation or individual can now secure, assure athree-letter, four-
letter, descriptive .XYZ, over a 16- to 30-character with three dashes and
a couple of numbers and [sic] .com" (Negari interview on KDWN radio
show "Legal Hour" on October 29, 2014.) (PX 62).

• "Did you know that more than 99% of domain name availability searches
result in a ̀sorry, unavailable' page?"
(http://www.dotanything.co/news/DOT xyz-Domains.aspx, October 28,
2014) (PX 26).
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9 out of 10 .COM domain name availability searches result in
"unavailable." (Negari interview on KDWN radio show "Legal Hour" on
October 29, 2014.) (PX 62)

The foregoing are not exhaustive, but again demonstrate the pervasive nature of
Defendants' misstatements made to the relevant purchasing public, registrars and
domainers.

Plaintiff states that Defendants' representations are false and misleading because there
are an astronomically high amount of theoretical names left in the .COM registry, and
hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of .COM domain names are registered each
quarter by businesses and individuals. By way of example, .COM added over 30 million
domain names to the base in 2013. Plaintiff also states that there are numerous short,
meaningful .COM domain names available, as represented by the recent results of
Plaintiffs best new .COM registrations contest. See
https://www.verisignInternetofficial.com/ (winners include "Chooseyourtattoo.com,
electricmotorcycleclub.com, perfecthairstylist.com, secretsnitch.com, stressdetector.com"
and entrants included, but are not limited to "SlcinnyLA.com."). These names were
available in .COM in the first quarter of this year, and demonstrate that Defendants'
statements about .COM availability are literally false. There is also a robust aftermarlcet
for .COM domain names whereby registered ,COM domain names are available.

Plaintiff also states that Defendants' representations about .XYZ are false and/or
misleading because Defendants' registration numbers are premised on a false give-away
scheme, such that Defendants' statements and presentations to the public, registrars,
domainers, and other potential purchasers about the success of the .XYZ gTLD falsely
represent bona-fide market penetration, market acceptance and success, actual users of
XYZ domain names, and actual purchasers.

Nevertheless, Plaintiff states that some portion of .XYZ registrants are legitimate or bona
fide (i.e., some legitimate registrants made the decision to purchase a domain name in
.XYZ, as opposed to being subject to the giveaway scheme or otherwise engaged in
illegal or questionable behavior). Discovery is ongoing, however, and such registrants
were likely exposed to Defendants' deceptive promotional materials posted on the
Internet, as well as Negari's public false statements and those transmitted via email to
registrars and other potential domain name purchasers. Prospective purchasers would
have heard such statements in connection with learning about .XYZ, or would have
learned about .XYZ through another source and then researched .XYZ before purchasing
a domain name in the .XYZ gTLD. A search for Defendants on the Internet quickly
places their false and misleading statements about the qualities and penetration of .XYZ
and .COM availability at the forefront. Such false information appears to have,
unfortunately, led to purchases of .XYZ domain names—as .XYZ registrations continue
to grow in number. Additionally, many of Defendants false and misleading statements
were made to registrars (domain name "wholesalers") and domainers.

Defendants have claimed that the ".xyz registry has put on amulti-million dollar
awareness campaign" that has "work[ed]," led to "traffic," and generated "registrations."
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Defendants' references to the success that they have achieved using statements made in
the context of "awareness" campaigns and other advertising initiatives (that it "worked"),
themselves provide a causal link between Defendants false statements and their
registrations—thus demonstrating that Defendants were successful in deceiving
purchasers.

Because Defendants have not corrected their false statements (such as by explaining the
actual composition of ,XYZ registrations in terms of free giveaways and foreign entities
involved in questionable practices), such purchasers are misled by Defendants' false
statements. By way of example, Plaintiff has identified (based on Defendants' claims,
and in face of Defendants' refusal to produce financial information reflecting their actual
revenue and profit) $2,154,420 in profits Defendants made as a result of their false
advertising, as well as $527,179 in lost .NET registrations at Verisign. Unfortunately,
however, as Plaintiff's damages expert Lauren Kindler explains, Defendants have
withheld their financial information, including by interfering with a lawful third party
subpoena to their accountant. It is difficult for Verisign to further respond to this aspect
of the interrogatory without Defendants' financial information.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the XYZ Video is
a description or representation of fact that deceived or tended to deceive the Relevant Purchasing
Public and/or "a substantial segment of the audience exposed to it". (See Complaint ¶¶ 17-23,
71-72.)

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: First, the XYZ Video is a description or representation of fact because the
voice-over states "with over 120 million dot corns registered today, it's impossible to find
the domain name you want." See Compl. Ex, 1. Second, Defendants use visual imagery
to convey a superiority claim. Defendants depict .COM as a dirty 1994 Honda Accord
with a sputtering engine sound and a Nevada license plate that says ".COM." Defendants
film the Honda in a grainy video, and with unflattering and dated background music.
Defendants then depict .XYZ as a shiny new Audi sports car with a license plate that says
".XYZ." The Audi sports car appears to be an Audi R8 Spyder (a luxury coupe that
retails for over $130,000). The video changes from grainy to clear, and the music
changes to a more upbeat and modern style. This reinforces the false message that it is
"impossible to find the domain name you want," including by making .XYZ appear
superior to .COM. Third, the XYZ video must be viewed in the entire context of a
multimedia campaign in which .XYZ expressly disparages .COM by name, including
other deceptive statements, such as the false statement that there are no domain names
without "dashes" in them available in .COM.

Importantly, isolating each of Defendants' false and/or misleading statements misses the
point that each statement relies on other statements and that each statement, including
visual imagery conveying superiority, leaves a cumulative impact. When combined with
Negari's statement that "the only thing left is something with a dash, or maybe three
dashes and a couple of numbers in it," and that .COM only has "scraps" remaining, like
undesirable domain names that are 30 characters or longer (as falsely represented by
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Defendants), such statements deceive and convey a false message. Coupling these
statements with the false and misleading statements about the XYZ registrations (without
disclosing the nature of such registrations), heightens their cumulative impact and
deceptive nature. This cumulative impact informs and affects Plaintiff's contention that
the XYZ Video is a description or representation of fact that deceived or tended to
deceive the relevant purchasing public and/or a substantial segment of the audience
exposed to it. The comparison between .COM and .XYZ depicted in XYZ's YouTube
video also is deceptive because XYZ does not have Verisign's 17-year track record of
uninterrupted service and reputation for reliability, yet the video implies the opposite. In
fact, XYZ's back-end provider (Centralnic) actually had an outage on the first day of
XYZ's general availability, and has had other outages (PX 56-57), a material fact that
Mr. Negari claimed to not even know about at his deposition.

The sheer volume of false statements underscores that the XYZ video is part of a
campaign intended to deceive potential purchasers of domain names. For example, the
XYZ video did not occur in a vacuum, but as part of a pervasive campaign malting false
statements about the penetration and registration numbers of .XYZ, underscored by false
claims that Defendants' received the wholesale price and that they had amulti-million
dollar advertising budget (in reality Defendants themselves conjured false revenue and
advertising spend through fraudulent accounting tricks). In addition to making false
statements about their registry, Defendants made false statements about the .COM
registry designed to deceive and mislead the public into believing certain domain names
were not available in .COM.

For example, and without limitation, Defendants made the following false and misleading
promotional statements as part of their advertising campaign:

• ".xyz is launching amulti-million dollar ad campaign to generate awareness and
preregistrations/registrations" (XYZ 00082743, October 28, 2013) (email to
company promoting XYZ)

• "The only thing that is left is something with a dash or maybe three
dashes and a couple of numbers on it." (Complaint Exhibit 2, 3, Apri14,
2014) (PX 65).

• "Did you know that 99% of all registrar searches today result in a ̀ domain
taken' page?" (VRSN 00000149-00000163, June 1, 2014) (PX 47).

• As of June 4, 2014, "100% of the registrations we've received from every
registrar have been paid to us at the full wholesale price.
(XYZ 00124022, June 4, 2014) (PX 189).

• As of June 5, 2014, "I am getting paid the entire wholesale price for every
.XYZ domain registration," (XYZ 00124324, June 5, 2014) (PX 195).
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• As of June 5, 2014 "I get paid the ENTIRE wholesale price, which is the
same price that every registrar pays." (XYZ 00124347, June 5, 2014) (PX
196).

• As of June 9, 2014, "every registrar is paying $8 wholesale - we have no
price discounts available on new-reg," (XYZ 00124490, June 9, 2014)
(PX 123).

• "447,544 domains registered" in .XYZ as of August 2014 (Complaint
Exhibit 7, August 20, 2014) (PX 7).

• As of September 15, 2014 "We've [XYZ] been paid in full for each and
every registration, per ICANN's equal access policy." (XYZ 00074275,
September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• As of September 15, 2014, "We still receive the same wholesale price for
each registration from each registrar, regardless of the price they sell the
domains for." (XYZ 00074275, September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• XYZ was "paid the full wholesale price for every registration" [XYZ
00173516, September 22, 2014] (PX 215).

• "[A] corporation or individual can now secure, assure athree-letter, four-
letter, descriptive .XYZ, over a 16- to 30-character with three dashes and
a couple of numbers and [sic] .com" (Negari interview on KDWN radio
show "Legal Hour" on October 29, 2014.) (PX 62).

• "Did you know that more than 99% of domain name availability searches
result in a ̀sorry, unavailable' page?"
(http://www.dotanything.co/news/DOT_xyz-Domains.aspx, October 28,
2014) (PX 26).

• 9 out of 10 .COM domain name availability searches result in
"unavailable." (Negari interview on KDWN radio show "Legal Hour" on
October 29, 2014.) (PX 62)

• As of November 6, 2014, "As the registry/supplier, we (.XYZ) receive the
full wholesale price for each .XYZ domain a retailer sells." (XYZ
00074433, November 6, 2014) (PX 178).

• XYZ "[1]aunched June 2014 $5,000,000+ Revenue in 2014." (XYZ
00210301, January 25, 2015) (PX 218).

• XYZ "generated over $5 million in revenue in just six months." (XYZ 00210299,
January 30, 2015) (PX 218); see also (XYZ 00074855, 00074859, 00074863,
March 24, 2015) (PX 143).
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• As of March 24, 2015, "Every registration we have had is a normal, valid
registration and we have been paid our full wholesale cost for each registration."
(XYZ00074858, March 24, 2015) (PX 143),

• As of March 24, 2015, "We [XYZ] were paid 100% of wholesale cost for each
registration. (XYZ 00074862, March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

~ "Each of our members' websites will be featured on XYZ.COM and will also be
included in our multi-million dollar marketing campaign." (XYZ 00000377, no
date) (Ad brochure)

• "Backed by amulti-million dollar marketing budget, .xyz has developed an in-
depth marketing strategy to maximize the number of registrations for a variety of
industries." (XYZ 00080705, no date) (Ad brochure)

• "Multi-million dollar marketing campaigns prior to launch and during each phase
of distribution" (XYZ 00080728, no date) (Ad brochure)

INTERROGATORY NO. 7: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the alleged
statements, actions, or conduct attributed to Defendants in the Complaint were likely to influence
the purchasing decisions of the Relevant Purchasing Public. (See Complaint ¶ 73.)

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants have disseminated a false and/or
misleading promotional campaign in which they have directly compared .XYZ to .COM
in several ways. One of the key promotional messages from Defendants is that
Defendants have achieved the most registrations of all new gTLDs, and at the time this
case was filed, Defendants made repeated statements asserting that they had achieved
between 400,000 and 750,000 new registrations. Defendants never once disclosed the
fact that they attained these numbers by an enormous "free" giveaway scheme whereby
users were registered for .XYZ domain names without the users consent, or, in some
cases, even their knowledge. One of the entities that was automatically registered for a
.XYZ domain was Plaintiff itself (the owner of www.gtld-servers.com, who was
automatically registered for www.gtld-servers,xyz)—who discovered this after the fact,
and never authorized or consented to this give-away registration.

Defendants underscored and strengthened the false message conveyed by this
misrepresentation through claiming that they received 100% of the wholesale price and
that they had derived revenue from this enormous "free" giveaway. For example,
Defendants falsely claimed that:

As of June 4, 2014, "100% of the registrations we've received from every
registrar have been paid to us at the full wholesale price.
(XYZ 00124022, June 4, 2014) (PX 189).
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• As of June 5, 2014, "I am getting paid the entire wholesale price for every
.XYZ domain registration." (XYZ 00124324, June 5, 2014) (PX 195).

• As of June 5, 2014 "I get paid the ENTIRE wholesale price, which is the
same price that every registrar pays." (XYZ 00124347, June 5, 2014) (PX
196).

As of June 9, 2014, "every registrar is paying $8 wholesale - we have no
price discounts available on new-reg." (XYZ 00124490, June 9, 2014)
(PX 123).

• "447,544 domains registered" in .XYZ as of August 2014 (Complaint
Exhibit 7, August 20, 2014) (PX 7).

• As of September 15, 2014 "We've [XYZ] been paid in full for each and
every registration, per ICANN's equal access policy." (XYZ 00074275,
September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• As of September 15, 2014, "We still receive the same wholesale price for
each registration from each registrar, regardless of the price they sell the
domains for." (XYZ 00074275, September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• XYZ was "paid the full wholesale price for every registration" [XYZ
00173516, September 22, 2014] (PX 215).

• As of November 6, 2014, "As the registry/supplier, we (.XYZ) receive the
full wholesale price for each .XYZ domain a retailer sells." (XYZ
00074433, November 6, 2014) (PX 178).

• XYZ "[1]aunched June 2014 $5,000,000+ Revenue in 2014." (XYZ
00210301, January 25, 2015) (PX 218).

• XYZ "generated over $5 million in revenue in just six months." (XYZ 00210299,
January 30, 2015) (PX 218); see also (XYZ 00074855, 00074859, 00074863,
March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

• As of March 24, 2015, "Every registration we have had is a normal, valid
registration and we have been paid our full wholesale cost for each registration."
(XYZ00074858, March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

• As of March 24, 2015, "We [XYZ] were paid 100% of wholesale cost for each
registration, (XYZ 00074862, March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

The foregoing are not exhaustive, but demonstrate the pervasive nature of Defendants'
false advertising statements to registrars, domainers, and other purchasers of domain
names. As indicated above, these statements are false as Defendants coordinated a
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domain name giveaway through Network Solutions (by contracting with their affiliate)
and never received any money for the domain names associated with the giveaway,

Defendants intentionally structured its arrangement with Network solutions as a "round
trip" transaction in order to facilitate Defendants" campaign of false statements in
advertising. As explained in the expert report of Marlc L. Berenblut, the term "round-
trip" transaction describes transactions structured to create the appearance of legitimate
revenue generating transactions notwithstanding that the underlying economic substance
differs significantly from its financial appearance or, in some cases, is completely
lacking. Around-trip transaction typically involves apparent or actual exchanges of
goods and services between two or more parties, with off-setting payments, such that no
(or a significantly lower amount o~ cash is actually exchanged. Structuring transactions
in this way is generally intended to obscure the true economic substance of a
transaction—whether for the purpose of inflating the apparent financial performance of a
company or for some other business purpose.

XYZ's transaction with Web.com/Networlc Solutions is a round-trip transaction designed
to allow XYZ to over-state the level of demand for its domain registrations. The reality
of the transaction contradicts the advertising statements made by the Defendants that
XYZ was paid for the domain registrations arising from that transaction. Further, several
emails relating to the negotiation of the Network Solutions round-trip transaction are
consistent with the proposition that the transaction was structured with intent to deceive
or conceal its true economic substance.

A second lcey promotional message that builds upon the false and misleading statements
described above is that Defendants have amulti-million dollar marketing campaign. In
reality, Defendants did not have a multi-million dollar marketing campaign, but appear to
be counting the money that was never actually paid to the Network Solutions affiliate as
it was part of the zero sum transaction for the domain name giveaway. In essence, no
money exchanged hands -- yet Defendants publicly claim that they were paid for the
domain names associated with the domain name giveaway and that they spent millions on
a marketing campaign. This "roundtrip" transaction allowed them to claim a "multi
million dollar marketing campaign" without actually spending all of the claimed money.
For example, Defendants stated.

",xyz is launching amulti-million dollar ad campaign to generate awareness and
preregistrations/registrations" (XYZ 00082743, October 28, 2013) (email to
company promoting XYZ)

"Each of our members' websites will be featured on XYZ.COM and will also be
included in our multi-million dollar marketing campaign." (XYZ 00000377, no
date) (Ad brochure)

"Backed by amulti-million dollar marketing budget, .xyz has developed an in-
depth marketing strategy to maximize the number of registrations for a variety of
industries." (XYZ 00080705, no date) (Ad brochure)
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"Multi-million dollar marketing campaigns prior to launch and during each phase
of distribution" (XYZ 00080728, no date) (Ad brochure)

A third key promotional message from Defendants has been to disparage the availability
of common-word domain names available on the .COM registry. Defendants have stated
that "it's impossible to find a domain name you want," and "all of the good real estate is
taken. The only thing that is left is something with a dash or maybe three dashes and a
couple of numbers in it." These false statements are not exhaustive, but are examples of
the comparative advertising campaign in which XYZ has attempted to position itself as a
superior alternative to .COM, while relying on false and misleading metrics to bolster its
position. For example, Defendants released a video depicting ,XYZ as a brand new
sports car and .COM as an old Honda, used misleading slogans, and falsely trumpeted the
message that reputable third-party organizations such as NPR have called XYZ "the next
.com" even though those third party organizations said no such thing. These statements,
coupled with additional statements and conduct that Plaintiff has not yet received through
discovery, have misled and deceived the relevant purchasing public and/or a substantial
segment of the audience exposed to it because they are literally false, or, at best, false by
necessary implication, and/or misleading.

As with the other false promotional messages, Defendants underscored and strengthened
the false message conveyed by their misrepresentations through a number of related
statements. For example, Defendants falsely claimed that:

• "The only thing that is left is something with a dash or maybe three dashes
and a couple of numbers in it." (Complaint Exhibit 2, 3, Apri14, 2014)
(PX 65).

• "Did you know that 99% of all registrar searches today result in a ̀domain
taken' page?" (VRSN 00000149-00000163, June 1, 2014) (PX 47).

• "[A] corporation or individual can now secure, assure athree-letter, four-
letter, descriptive .XYZ, over a 16- to 30-character with three dashes and
a couple of numbers and [sic] .com" (Negari interview on KDWN radio
show "Legal Hour" on October 29, 2014.) (PX 62).

• "Did you know that more than 99% of domain name availability searches
result in a ̀sorry, unavailable' page?"
(http://www.dotanything.co/news/DOT_xyz-Domains.aspx, October 28,
2014) (PX 26).

• 9 out of 10 .COM domain name availability searches result in
"unavailable." (Negari interview on KDWN radio show "Legal Hour" on
October 29, 2014.) (PX 62)

The foregoing are not exhaustive, but again demonstrate the pervasive nature of
Defendants' misstatements.
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Plaintiff states that Defendants' representations are false and misleading because there
are an astronomically high amount of theoretical names left in the .COM registry, and
hundreds of thousands (if not millions) of .COM domain names are registered each
quarter by businesses and individuals. By way of example, .COM added over 30 million
domain names to the base in 2013. Plaintiff also states that there are numerous short,
meaningful .COM domain names available, as represented by the recent results of
Plaintiff's best new .COM registrations contest. See
hops://www.verisignInternetofficial.com/ (winners include "Chooseyourtattoo.com,
electricmotorcycleclub.com, perfecthairstylist,com, secretsnitch.com, stressdetector.com"
and entrants included, but are not limited to "SkinnyLA.com."). These names were
available in .COM in the first quarter of this year, and demonstrate that Defendants'
statements about .COM availability are literally false.

Plaintiff also states that Defendants' representations about .XYZ are false and/or
misleading because Defendants' registration numbers are premised on a false give-away
scheme, such that Defendants' statements and presentations to the public about the
success of the .XYZ gTLD falsely represent bona-fide market penetration and the actual
users of such domain names.

Nevertheless, Plaintiff states that some portion of .XYZ registrants are legitimate or bona
fide (i. e., some legitimate registrants made the decision to purchase a domain name in
.XYZ, as opposed to being subject to the giveaway scheme or otherwise engaged in
illegal or questionable behavior). Discovery is ongoing, however, and such registrants
and other potential purchasers were the recipients of emails including from Negari and
also likely were exposed to Defendants' deceptive promotional materials, posted on the
Internet, as well as Negari's public false statements. Potential purchasers would have
heard such statements in connection with learning about .XYZ, or would have learned
about .XYZ through another source and then researched .XYZ before purchasing a
domain name in the .XYZ gTLD. A search for Defendants on the Internet quickly places
their false and misleading statements about the qualities and penetration of .XYZ and
.COM availability at the forefront. Such false information appears to have, unfortunately,
led to purchases of .XYZ domain names—as .XYZ registrations continue to grow in
number. Defendants themselves have claimed that the ".xyz registry has put on a multi-
miilion dollar awareness campaign" that has "worlc[ed]," led to "traffic," and generated
"registrations." Defendants' references to the success that they have achieved using
advertising (that it "worked"), themselves provide a causal iinlc between Defendants false
statements and their registrations—thus demonstrating that Defendants were successful in
deceiving purchasers.

Because Defendants have not corrected their false statements (such as by explaining the
actual composition of .XYZ registrations in terms of free giveaways and foreign entities
involved in questionable practices), such purchasers are misled by Defendants' false
statements. By way of example, Plaintiff has identified (based on Defendants' claims,
and in face of Defendants' refusal to produce financial information reflecting their actual
revenue and profit) $2,154,420 in profits Defendants made as a result of their false
advertising, as well as $527,179 in lost .NET registrations at Verisign. Unfortunately,
however, as Plaintiff's damages expert Lauren Kindler explains, Defendants have
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withheld their financial information, including by interfering with a lawful third party
subpoena to their accountant. It is difficult for Verisign to further respond to this aspect
of the interrogatory without Defendants' financial information.

INTERROGATORY NO. 8: State ali facts Relating To Your contention that the alleged
statements, actions, or conduct attributed to Defendants in the Complaint constitute "commercial
advertising and promotion". (See Complaint ¶ 69.)

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants pushed out a coordinated advertising
campaign that repeats consistent advertising messages across multiple online media
(including the false statements concerning the volume of .XYZ registrations and the false
statements concerning domain names available in .COM). The Complaint includes
exemplars of the false statements posted and disseminated on blogs, YouTube, and
XYZ's website—i.e., the advertising center stage for what Defendants call the "new
Internet." Further, Defendants have made numerous false and misleading statements in
email messages and in person meetings to registrars, domain name industry bloggers, and
domainers,

Lanham Act case law establishes that even a single utterance, letter, or other promotional
statement, whether made verbally or in writing, can qualify under the "commercial
advertising or promotion" requirement as long as it is made for the purpose of influencing
a commercial transaction and communicated to the relevant purchasing entities. Given
the consistent messaging across different advertising material on different online media
quoted and attached to the Complaint, and elsewhere in the marketplace, it is clear that
Defendants are not malting isolated statements, but rather are orchestrating a coordinated
message designed to penetrate the relevant market.

Courts have stated that the "touchstone of whether a defendant's actions may be
considered commercial advertising or promotion under the Lanham Act is that the
contested representations are part of an organized campaign to penetrate the relevant
market." Here, no doubt intended by Defendants, the relevant purchasing public would
likely search XYZ and Negari on the Internet and review websites and social media (such
as blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter feeds), and other online messages—all of which
would directly lead to Defendants' false and misleading statements.

Even the news interviews are either commercial speech in the first instance because they
are part of Defendants' false advertising campaign, or they became commercial speech
by Defendants' republication of such interviews and misrepresentation of their contents.

Although discovery remains ongoing, Defendants publicly state that at least 3.2 million
unique visitors visit .XYZ's webpage per month. See http://gen.xyz/downloads/ABCs-
of-XYZ.pdf, Defendants also likely have a large mailing list, social media followers, and
audiences who listen to Negari's public statements. Indeed, Defendants' false statements
are posted to the Internet for the entire world to view, and the reason Defendants have
posted their messages is because they expect and intend for them to be viewed by—and
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influence the relevant purcha-sing public. Domain names are an Internet product—thus,
Defendants are disseminating their promotional messages to the entire online universe.

Verisign's lawsuit is not limited to XYZ's social media statements. Defendants also have
pushed out consistent and coordinated messages across their one-on-one dealings with
domainers, registrars, and other potential purchasers of domain names, (A domainer is a
term used to describe the person who buys and sells domain names, with the purpose of
generating profit either by selling the domain names at a higher price later in time or from
advertising activities). These communications have been in the form of emails, slide
decks, marketing collateral, and verbal statements made on the phone and in face to face
meetings including at industry conferences. These communications are advertising
because they are directed to potential purchasers with the intent to induce a commercial
transaction and would be considered promotional and advertising statements within the
domain name industry. For example, in an email communication with Page Howe, who
Negari describes as "one of the most successful and well-respected domainers out there,"
Negari provided assurance that he was actually getting paid for the Network Solution
give free giveaways. Negari stated "I appreciate your concern and would like to assure
you that 100% of the registrations we've received from every registrar have been paid to
us at the full wholesale price. We ... are all audited by ICANN ... there is absolutely no
way any of us would be willing to break the rules." PX 190. This statement contains at
least two falsehoods: (1) XYZ actually was paid nothing for the domain names; and (2)
Page Howe could actually not rely on the ICANN audit because XYZ lied to ICANN and
did not disclose the existence of the Web.com/Networlc Solutions "round trip"
agreements even though ICANN requested this information. See PX 141 (XYZ stating
falsely in July 2014 "XYZ has not had any communications or written agreements with
Network Solutions LLC other than the RRA)." By way of another example, in a
communication to Faisal Premji (a representative of a registrar), Negari said "We are #1
— we out outselling any other new gTLD." PX 166 (emphasis added). This is not true —
XYZ was not "selling" -- it was giving away domain names to artificially create the
appearance of demand and urgency. Likewise, in response to an email from registrar
Google Domains, Negari says ".xyz is the #1 selling new gTLD, and we are selling over
2,000 domains a day right now at registrars all over the world." PX 161 (emphasis
added). These illustrations (which are not a comprehensive list) demonstrate that the
advertising statements were coordinated and consistent and they were spread across
potential purchasers in the industry often through one on one contact by XYZ personnel
including Negari himself and other personnel such as Andrew Brewer and Shayan
Rostam.

Defendants have also, in addition to malting false and misleading statements, deliberately
concealed facts which would have reflected the truth (i.e., facts about the giveaway of
domain names in the .XYZ registry and that Defendants were themselves financing this
giveaway). That fact that Defendants concealed unhelpful facts during their interviews,
in their blogs, and in statements to the public concerning their registry underscores that
Defendants intended their lcey promotional messages to facilitate the sale of .XYZ
domain names.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 9: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the Good Real
Estate Statement constitutes commercial speech.

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants asserted that, with respect to the
availability of domain names in .COM, "[a]11 of the good real estate is taken. The only
thing that is left is something with a dash, or maybe three dashes and a couple of numbers
in it."

Plaintiff states that Defendants pushed out a coordinated advertising campaign that
repeats consistent advertising messages across multiple online media (including the false
statements concerning the volume of .XYZ registrations and the false statements
concerning domain names available in .COM). The Complaint includes exemplars of the
false statements posted and disseminated on blogs, YouTube, and XYZ's website—i.e.,
the advertising center stage for what Defendants call the "new Internet."

The statement in this interrogatory is made by a head-to-head competitor of Plaintiff
(Negari), and is made in connection with an appearance on NPR by Negari for the
purpose of promoting Defendant XYZ. This is a commercial purpose. Moreover, to the
extent that in the absence of an orchestrated commercial campaign designed to falsely
inflate the number of legitimate .XYZ registrations and to falsely represent the
characteristics of domain names available in .COM, an unsolicited news interview could
be considered noncommercial (although it is commercial here for the reasons identified
above), Defendants' republished the interview and mischaracterized its contents on the
Internet. Such actions are indisputably commercial.

Lanham Act case law establishes that even a single utterance, letter, or other promotional
statement, whether made verbally or in writing, can qualify under the "commercial
advertising or promotion" requirement as long as it is made for the purpose of influencing
a commercial transaction and communicated to the relevant purchasing entities. Given
the consistent messaging across different advertising material on different online media
quoted and attached to the Complaint, and elsewhere in the marketplace, it is clear that
Defendants are not malting isolated statements, but rather are orchestrating a coordinated
message designed to penetrate the relevant market.

Courts have stated that the "touchstone of whether a defendant's actions may be
considered commercial advertising or promotion under the Lanham Act is that the
contested representations are part of an organized campaign to penetrate the relevant
market." Here, no doubt intended by Defendants, the relevant purchasing public would
likely search XYZ and Negari on the Internet and review websites and social media (such
as blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter feeds), and other online messages—all of which
would directly lead to Defendants' false and misleading statements.

Even the news interviews are either commercial speech in the first instance because they
are part of Defendants' false advertising campaign, or they became commercial speech
by Defendants' republication of such interviews and misrepresentation of their contents.
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Although discovery remains ongoing, Defendants publicly state that at least 3.2 million
unique visitors visit .XYZ's webpage per month. See http://gen.xyz/downloads/ABCs-
of-XYZ.pd£ Defendants also likely have a large mailing list, social media followers, and
audiences who listen to Negari's public statements. Indeed, Defendants' false statements
are posted to the Internet for the entire world to view, and the reason Defendants have
posted their messages is because they expect and intend for them to be viewed by—and
influence—the relevant purchasing public. Domain names are an Internet product—thus,
Defendants are disseminating their promotional messages to the entire online universe.

The snippet "all the good real estate is taken" asked about in this interrogatory is simply
one element of a much broader and widely disseminated campaign to grossly and falsely
exaggerate a lack of availability in .com, and this includes:

• "The only thing that is left is something with a dash or maybe three dashes
and a couple of numbers in it." (Complaint Exhibit 2, 3, Apri14, 2014)
(PX 65).

• "Did you know that 99% of all registrar searches today result in a ̀ domain
taken' page?" (VRSN 00000149-00000163, June 1, 2014) (PX 47).

• "[A] corporation or individual can now secure, assure athree-letter, four-
letter, descriptive .XYZ, over a 16- to 30-character with three dashes and
a couple of numbers and [sic] .com" (Negari interview on KDWN radio
show "Legal Hour" on October 29, 2014.) (PX 62).

• "Did you know that more than 99% of domain name availability searches
result in a ̀sorry, unavailable' page?"
(http://www.dotanything.co/news/DOT xyz-Domains.aspx, October 28,
2014) (PX 26).

• 9 out of 10 .COM domain name availability searches result in
"unavailable." (Negari interview on KDWN radio show "Legal Hour" on
October 29, 2014.) (PX 62)

• "companies today "should not be forced into a 3, 4, or 5 word domain
name nearly 30 characters long that puts you at an inherent disadvantage"
Negari blog.

Defendants have also, in addition to malting false and misleading statements, deliberately
concealed facts which would have reflected the truth (i.e., facts about the giveaway of
domain names in the .XYZ registry and that Defendants were themselves financing this
giveaway). That fact that Defendants concealed unhelpful facts during their interviews,
in their blogs, and in statements to the public concerning their registry underscores that
Defendants intended their key promotional messages to facilitate the sale of .XYZ
domain names.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Describe in detail how to empirically determine what a
company or individual "wants" in the context of the following statement, "companies and
individuals cannot get the .COM domain names they want from Verisign". (See Complaint ¶ 42.)

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants' statements reflect a strategy to create a
deceptive message to the public that companies and individuals cannot get the ,COM
domain name they want from Verisign, and that XYZ is quickly becoming the preferred
alternative. This assertion is part of a coordinated advertising campaign because it is part
of a consistent advertising message by a head-to-head competitor across multiple media.

Importantly, isolating each of Defendants' false and/or misleading statements misses the
point that each statement relies on other statements and that each statement, including
visual imagery conveying superiority, leaves a cumulative impact. This cumulative
impact is significant in evaluating the meaning of Plaintiff's allegation in the Complaint
that is identified in this interrogatory. In the context of Defendants' false and misleading
campaign, the name a company or individual "wants" (as Defendants use the word) is a
meaningful name other than "something with a dash, or maybe three dashes and a couple
of numbers in it," something other than the "scraps" Defendants falsely contend remain
in .COM (Compl. Ex. 9), and something other than a "3, 4, or 5 word domain name
nearly 30 characters long that puts you at an inherent disadvantage in your worldwide
marketing efforts." Id.

Verisign further states that, as explained in the expert opinion of Andrew Simpson, the
domain name industry relies on the "radio test" in terms of desirable domain names,
Although there are a variety of interpretations as to what exactly this means, in general to
pass it an end user must be able to simply hear the domain name, remember it and write it
down some time later. Defendants are aware of the "radio test" and are aware that there
are significant desirable names in the .COM registry. Defendants are also aware of the
secondary market for names in the .COM registry, where all manner of domain names
that a consumer "wants" may be purchased.

Defendants' statement that it is "impossible" to get the domain name you want in .COM
ignores the millions of people who register new domain names in .COM and who, like
Negari, participate in the vibrant aftermarlcet for .COM domain names,

INTERROGATORY NO. 11: State all facts Relating To Your contention that Defendants'
allegedly "false and/or misleading" and "deceptive promotional" statements were widely
disseminated to the Relevant Purchasing Public. (See Complaint ¶~( 69-71).

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Defendants made their false and misleading statements concerning XYZ
registrations (including false and misleading numbers based on the "free" giveaway
scheme, and false and misleading statements concerning the "revenue" that Defendants
allegedly received from such scheme, despite the fact that the scheme was a round-
tripping giveaway, and false and misleading statements about their so called "advertising
budget"), and the availability of names in the .COM portfolio consistently across a large
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amount of media (Youtube videos, interviews with leaders in the domain name industry,
interviews with widely disseminated news organizations, including, but not limited to
NPR and other news organizations identified in the Exhibits cited in Verisign's answer to
Interrogatory No. 5, and emails to bloggers covering the giveaway scheme). There is no
doubt that these statements were widely disseminated to the relevant purchasing public.
Further, Defendants have made numerous false and misleading statements to registrars,
domain name industry bloggers, and domainers. Moreover, the impact of these
statements also reflects significant dissemination, given the damages Verisign has
suffered in .NET registrations and the purported profits received by Defendants.

These statements were made by a head-to-head competitor of Plaintiff (Negari), precisely
to disseminate them to the relevant purchasing public. Lanham Act case law establishes
that even a single utterance, letter, or other promotional statement, whether made verbally
or in writing, can qualify under the "commercial advertising or promotion" requirement
as long as it is made for the purpose of influencing a commercial transaction and
communicated to the relevant purchasing entities. Given the consistent messaging across
different advertising material on different online media quoted and attached to the
Complaint, and elsewhere in the marketplace, it is clear that Defendants are not making
isolated statements, but rather are orchestrating a coordinated message designed to
penetrate the relevant market.

Courts have stated that the "touchstone of whether a defendant's actions may be
considered commercial advertising or promotion under the Lanham Act is that the
contested representations are part of an organized campaign to penetrate the relevant
market." Here, no doubt intended by Defendants, the relevant purchasing public would
likely search XYZ and Negari on the Internet and review websites and social media (such
as blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter feeds), and other online messages—all of which
would directly lead to Defendants' false and misleading statements,

Although discovery remains ongoing, Defendants publicly state that at least 3.2 million
unique visitors visit .XYZ's webpage per month. See http://gen.xyz/downloads/ABCs-
of-XYZ.pdf. Defendants also likely have a large mailing list, social media followers, and
audiences who listen to Negari's public statements. Indeed, Defendants' false statements
are posted to the Internet for the entire world to view, and the reason Defendants have
posted their messages is because they expect and intend for them to be viewed by—and
influence—the relevant purchasing public. Domain names are an Internet product thus,
Defendants are disseminating their promotional messages to the entire online universe.

Pursuant to Rule 33(d), Verisign provides the following non-exhaustive list which
reflects various places that Defendants have made false statements such that Defendants
can see the audiences reflected in the referenced documents:

".xyz is launching amulti-million dollar ad campaign to generate awareness and
preregistrations/registrations" (XYZ 00082743, October 28, 2013) (email to
company promoting XYZ)
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• "The only thing that is left is something with a dash or maybe three
dashes and a couple of numbers in it," (Complaint Exhibit 2, 3, Apri14,
2014) (PX 65).

• "Did you know that 99% of all registrar searches today result in a ̀ domain
taken' page?" (VRSN 00000149-00000163, June 1, 2014) (PX 47).

• As of June 4, 2014, "100% of the registrations we've received from every
registrar have been paid to us at the full wholesale price.
(XYZ 00124022, June 4, 2014) (PX 189).

• As of June 5, 2014, "I am getting paid the entire wholesale price for every
.XYZ domain registration," (XYZ 00124324, June 5, 2014) (PX 195).

• As of June 5, 2014 "I get paid the ENTIRE wholesale price, which is the
same price that every registrar pays." (XYZ 00124347, June 5, 2014) (PX
196).

As of June 9, 2014, "every registrar is paying $8 wholesale - we have no
price discounts available on new-reg." (XYZ 00124490, June 9, 2014)
(PX 123).

• "447,544 domains registered" in .XYZ as of August 2014 (Complaint
Exhibit 7, August 20, 2014) (PX 7).

• As of September 15, 2014 "We've [XYZ] been paid in full for each and
every registration, per ICANN's equal access policy." (XYZ 00074275,
September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• As of September 15, 2014, "We still receive the same wholesale price for
each registration from each registrar, regardless of the price they sell the
domains for." (XYZ 00074275, September 15, 2014) (PX 213).

• XYZ was "paid the full wholesale price for every registration" [XYZ
00173516, September 22, 2014] (PX 215).

• "[A] corporation or individual can now secure, assure athree-letter, four-
letter, descriptive .XYZ, over a 16- to 30-character with three dashes and
a couple of numbers and [sic] .com" (Negari interview on KDWN radio
show "Legal Hour" on October 29, 2014.) (PX 62),

• "Did you know that more than 99% of domain name availability searches
result in a ̀sorry, unavailable' page?"
(http://www.dotanything.co/news/DOT xyz-Domains.aspx, October 28,
2014) (PX 26).
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• 9 out of 10 .COM domain name availability searches result in
"unavailable." (Negari interview on KDWN radio show "Legal Hour" on
October 29, 2014.) (PX 62)

• As of November 6, 2014, "As the registry/supplier., we (.XYZ) receive the
full wholesale price for each .XYZ domain a retailer sells." (XYZ
00074433, November 6, 2014) (PX 178).

• XYZ "[1]aunched June 2014 $5,000,000+ Revenue in 2014." (XYZ
00210301, January 25, 2015) (PX 218).

• XYZ "generated over $5 million in revenue in just six months." (XYZ 00210299,
January 30, 2015) (PX 218); 

see 

also (XYZ 00074855, 00074859, 00074863,
March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

• As of March 24, 2015, "Every registration we have had is a normal, valid
registration and we have been paid our full wholesale cost for each registration."
(XYZ00074858, March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

• As of March 24, 2015, "We [XYZ] were paid 100% of wholesale cost for each
registration. (XYZ 00074862, March 24, 2015) (PX 143).

• "Each of our members' websites will be featured on XYZ.COM and will also be
included in our multi-million dollar marketing campaign." (XYZ 00000377, no
date) (Ad brochure)

• "Backed by amulti-million dollar marketing budget, .xyz has developed an in-
depth marketing strategy to maximize the number of registrations for a variety of
industries." (XYZ 00080705, no date) (Ad brochure)

• "Multi-million dollar marketing campaigns prior to launch and during each phase
of distribution" (XYZ 00080728, no date) (Ad brochure)

Verisign's lawsuit is not limited to XYZ's social media statements. Defendants also have
pushed out consistent and coordinated messages across their one-on-one dealings with
domainers, registrars, and other potential purchasers of domain names. (A domainer is a
term used to describe the person who buys and sells domain names, with the purpose of
generating profit either by selling the domain names at a higher price later in time or from
advertising activities), These communications have been in the form of emails, slide
decks, marketing collateral, and verbal statements made on the phone and in face to face
meetings including at industry conferences. These communications are advertising
because they are directed to potential purchasers with the intent to induce a commercial
transaction and would be considered promotional and advertising statements within the
domain name industry. For example, in an email communication with Page Howe, who
Negari describes as "one of the most successful and well-respected domainers out there,"
Negari provided assurance that he was actually getting paid for the Network Solution
give free giveaways. Negari stated "I appreciate your concern and would like to assure
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you that 100% of the registrations we've received from every registrar have been paid to
us at the full wholesale price. We ... are all audited by ICANN ... there is absolutely no
way any of us would be willing to break the rules." PX 190. This statement contains at
least two falsehoods: (1) XYZ actually was paid nothing for the domain names; and (2)
Page Howe could actually not rely on the ICANN audit because XYZ lied to ICANN and
did not disclose the existence of the Web.com/Networic Solutions "round trip"
agreements even though ICANN requested this information. See PX 141 (XYZ stating
falsely in July 2014 "XYZ has not had any communications or written agreements with
Network Solutions LLC other than the RRA)." By way of another example, in a
communication to Faisal Premji (a representative of a registrar), Negari said "We are #1
— we out outselling any other new gTLD." PX 166 (emphasis added). This is not true —
XYZ was not "selling" -- it was giving away domain names to artificially create the
appearance of demand and urgency. Likewise, in response to an email from registrar
Google Domains, Negari says ".xyz is the #1 selling new gTLD, and we are selling over
2,000 domains a day right now at registrars all over the world." PX 161 (emphasis
added). These illustrations (which are not a comprehensive list) demonstrate that the
advertising statements were coordinated and consistent and they were spread across
potential purchasers in the industry often through one on one contact by XYZ personnel
including Negari himself and other personnel such as Andrew Brewer and Shayan
Rostam.

INTERROGATORY NO. 12: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the XYZ Video
was widely disseminated. to the Relevant Purchasing Public. (See Complaint ¶¶17-23, 71).

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Youtube reports that the version of the video on
YouTube has received at least 51,689 views as of July 6, 2015. Verisign has no way to
ascertain how many times it has been republished.

INTERROGATORY NO. 13: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the Next .COM
Blog Post was widely disseminated to the Relevant Purchasing Public. (See Complaint ¶~32-33)

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants pushed out a coordinated advertising
campaign that repeats consistent advertising messages across multiple online media
(including the false statements concerning the volume of .XYZ registrations and the false
statements concerning domain names available in .COM). The Complaint includes
exemplars of the false statements posted and disseminated on blogs, YouTube, and
XYZ's website—i.e., the advertising center stage for what Defendants call the "new
Internet." The link was also sent to registrars, domainers, and other potential purchasers
via email.

Lanham Act case law establishes that even a single utterance, letter, or other promotional
statement, whether made verbally or in writing, can qualify under the "commercial
advertising or promotion" requirement as long as it is made for the purpose of influencing
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a commercial transaction and communicated to the relevant purchasing entities. Given
the consistent messaging across different advertising material on different online media
quoted and attached to the Complaint, and elsewhere in the marketplace, it is clear that
Defendants are not making isolated statements, but rather are orchestrating a coordinated
message designed to penetrate the relevant market.

Courts have stated that the "touchstone of whether a defendant's actions may be
considered commercial advertising or promotion under the Lanham Act is that the
contested representations are part of an organized campaign to penetrate the relevant
market." Here, no doubt intended by Defendants, the relevant purchasing public would
likely search XYZ and Negari on the Internet and review websites and social media (such
as blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter feeds), and other online messages—all of which
would directly lead to Defendants' false and misleading statements.

Here, the blog post referenced by this interrogatory was posted on the Internet precisely
for the purpose of disseminating it to the relevant purchasing public. Although discovery
remains ongoing, Defendants publicly state that at least 3.2 million unique visitors visit
.XYZ's webpage per month. See http://gen.xyz/downloads/ABCs-of-XYZ,pdf.
Defendants also likely have a large mailing list, social media followers, and audiences
who listen to Negari's public statements. Indeed, Defendants' false statements are posted
to the Internet for the entire world to view, and the reason Defendants have posted their
messages is because they expect and intend for them to be viewed by—and influence—
the relevant purchasing public. Domain names are an Internet product—thus, Defendants
are disseminating their promotional messages to the entire online universe.

INTERROGATORY NO. 14: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the Coined
Statement was widely disseminated to the Relevant Purchasing Public. (See Complaint ¶¶40,
71).

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants pushed out a coordinated advertising
campaign that repeats consistent advertising messages across multiple online media
(including the false statements concerning the volume of .XYZ registrations and the false
statements concerning domain names available in .COM). The Complaint includes
exemplars of the false statements posted and disseminated on blogs, YouTube, and
XYZ's website—i.e., the advertising center stage for what Defendants call the "new
Internet."

Lanham Act case law establishes that even a single utterance, letter, or other promotional
statement, whether made verbally or in writing, can qualify under the "commercial
advertising or promotion" requirement as long as it is made for the purpose of influencing
a commercial transaction and communicated to the relevant purchasing entities. Given
the consistent messaging across different advertising material on different online media
quoted and attached to the Complaint, and elsewhere in the marketplace, it is clear that
Defendants are not making isolated statements, but rather are orchestrating a coordinated
message designed to penetrate the relevant market.
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Courts have stated that the "touchstone of whether a defendant's actions may be
considered commercial advertising or promotion under the Lanham Act is that the
contested representations are part of an organized.. campaign to penetrate the relevant
market." Here, no doubt intended by Defendants, the relevant purchasing public would
likely search XYZ and Negari on the Internet and review websites and social media (such
as blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter feeds), and other online messages—all of which
would directly lead to Defendants' false and misleading statements.

Here, the statement referenced by this interrogatory was posted on the Internet precisely
for the purpose of disseminating it to the relevant purchasing public. Although discovery
remains ongoing, Defendants publicly state that at least 3.2 million unique visitors visit
.XYZ's webpage per month. See http://gen.xyz/downloads/ABCs-of-XYZ,pdf.
Defendants also likely have a large mailing list, social media followers, and audiences
who listen to Negari's public statements. Indeed, Defendants' false statements are posted
to the Internet for the entire world to view, and the reason Defendants have posted their
messages is because they expect and intend for them to be viewed by—and influence—
the relevant purchasing public. Domain names are an Internet product—thus, Defendants
are disseminating their promotional messages to the entire online universe.

INTERROGATORY NO. 15: State all facts Relating To Your contention that any of the
statements referred to in the Complaint that allegedly appeared on the Negari Blog were widely
disseminated to the Relevant Purchasing Public. (See Complaint ~¶ 20, 53(a)-(d), 71.)

OBJECTIONS: None,

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants pushed out a coordinated advertising
campaign that repeats consistent advertising messages across multiple online media
(including the false statements concerning the volume of .XYZ registrations and the false
statements concerning domain names available in .COM). The Complaint includes
exemplars of the false statements posted and disseminated on blogs, YouTube, and
XYZ's website—i.e., the advertising center stage for what Defendants call the "new
Internet."

Lanham Act case law establishes that even a single utterance, letter, or other promotional
statement, whether made verbally or in writing, can qualify under the "commercial
advertising or promotion" requirement as long as it is made for the purpose of influencing
a commercial transaction and communicated to the relevant purchasing entities. Given
the consistent messaging across different advertising material on different online media
quoted and attached to the Complaint, and elsewhere in the marketplace, it is clear that
Defendants are not malting isolated statements, but rather are orchestrating a coordinated
message designed to penetrate the relevant market.

Courts have stated that the "touchstone of whether a defendant's actions may be
considered commercial advertising or promotion under the Lanham Act is that the
contested representations are part of an organized campaign to penetrate the relevant
market." Here, no doubt intended by Defendants, the relevant purchasing public would
likely search XYZ and Negari on the Internet and review websites and social media (such
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as blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter feeds), and other online messages—all of which
would directly lead to Defendants' false and misleading statements.

Here, the statements referenced by this interrogatory were posted on the Internet
precisely for the purpose of disseminating it to the relevant purchasing public. Although
discovery remains ongoing, Defendants publicly state that at least 3.2 million unique
visitors visit .XYZ's webpage per month. See http://gen.xyz/downloads/ABCs-of-
XYZ.pdf. Defendants also likely have a large mailing list, social media followers, and
audiences who listen to Negari's public statements. Indeed, Defendants' false statements
are posted to the Internet for the entire world to view, and the reason Defendants have
posted their messages is because they expect and intend for them to be viewed by—and
influence—the relevant purchasing public. Domain names are an Internet product—thus,
Defendants are disseminating their promotional messages to the entire online universe.

Verisign's lawsuit is not limited to XYZ's social media statements. Defendants also have
pushed out consistent and coordinated messages across their one-on-one dealings with
domainers, registrars, and other potential purchasers of domain names. (A domainer is a
term used to describe the person who buys and sells domain names, with the purpose of
generating profit either by selling the domain names at a higher price later in time or from
advertising activities). These communications have been in the form of emails, slide
decks, marketing collateral, and verbal statements made on the phone and in face to face
meetings including at industry conferences. These communications are advertising
because they are directed to potential purchasers with the intent to induce a commercial
transaction and would be considered promotional and advertising statements within the
domain name industry. For example, in an email communication with Page Howe, who
Negari describes as "one of the most successful and well-respected domainers out there,"
Negari provided assurance that he was actually getting paid for the Network Solution
give free giveaways. Negari stated "I appreciate your concern and would like to assure
you that 100% of the registrations we've received from every registrar have been paid to
us at the full wholesale price. We .. , are all audited by ICANN . , .there is absolutely no
way any of us would be willing to break the rules." PX 190. This statement contains at
least two falsehoods: (1) XYZ actually was paid nothing for the domain names; and (2)
Page Howe could actually not rely on the ICANN audit because XYZ lied to ICANN and
did not disclose the existence of the Web.com/Networlc Solutions "round trip"
agreements even though ICANN requested this information. See PX 141 (XYZ stating
falsely in July 2014 "XYZ has not had any communications or written agreements with
Network Solutions LLC other than the RRA)." By way of another example, in a
communication to Faisal Premji (a representative of a registrar), Negari said "We are #1
— we out outselling any other new gTLD." PX 166 (emphasis added). This is not true —
XYZ was not "selling" -- it was giving away domain names to artificially create the
appearance of demand and urgency. Likewise, in response to an email from registrar
Google Domains, Negari says ".xyz is the #1 selling new gTLD, and we are selling over
2,000 domains a day right now at registrars all over the world." PX 161 (emphasis
added). These illustrations (which are not a comprehensive list) demonstrate that the
advertising statements were coordinated and consistent and they were spread across
potential purchasers in the industry often through one on one contact by XYZ personnel
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including Negari himself and other personnel such as Andrew Brewer and Shayan
Rostam.

INTERROGATORY NO. 16: State all facts Relating To Your contention that the Notable
Accomplishment Slides were widely disseminated to the Relevant Purchasing Public. (See
Complaint ¶¶ 53(e), 71.)

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: Plaintiff states that Defendants pushed out a coordinated advertising
campaign that repeats consistent advertising messages across multiple online media
(including the false statements concerning the volume of .XYZ registrations and the false
statements concerning domain names available in ,COM). The Complaint includes
exemplars of the false statements posted and disseminated on blogs, YouTube, and
XYZ's website—i,e., the advertising center stage for what Defendants call the "new
Internet."

Lanham Act case law establishes that even a single utterance, letter, or other promotional
statement, whether made verbally or in writing, can qualify under the "commercial
advertising or promotion" requirement as long as it is made for the purpose of influencing
a commercial transaction and communicated to the relevant purchasing entities. Given
the consistent messaging across different advertising material on different online media
quoted and attached to the Complaint, and elsewhere in the marketplace, it is clear that
Defendants are not malting isolated statements, but rather are orchestrating a coordinated
message designed to penetrate the relevant market.

Courts have stated that the "touchstone of whether a defendant's actions may be
considered commercial advertising or promotion under the Lanham Act is that the
contested representations are part of an organized campaign to penetrate the relevant
market," Here, no doubt intended by Defendants, the relevant purchasing public would
likely search XYZ and Negari on the Internet and review websites and social media (such
as blogs, YouTube videos, and Twitter feeds), and other online messages—all of which
would directly lead to Defendants' false and misleading statements.

Here, the document referenced by this interrogatory was posted on the Internet precisely
for the purpose of disseminating it to the relevant purchasing public. Although discovery
remains ongoing, Defendants publicly state that at least 3.2 million unique visitors visit
.XYZ's webpage per month. See http://gen.xyz/downloads/ABCs-of-XYZ.pdf.
Defendants also likely have a large mailing list, social media followers, and audiences
who listen to Negari's public statements. Indeed, Defendants' false statements are posted
to the Internet for the entire world to view, and the reason Defendants have posted their
messages is because they expect and intend for them to be viewed by—and influence—
the relevant purchasing public. Domain names are an Internet product—thus, Defendants
are disseminating their promotional messages to the entire online universe.

Verisign's lawsuit is not limited to XYZ's social media statements. Defendants also have
pushed out consistent and coordinated messages across their one-on-one dealings with
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domainers, registrars, and other potential purchasers of domain names. (A domainer is a
term used to describe the person who buys and sells domain names, with the purpose of
generating profit either by selling the domain names at a higher price later in time or from
advertising activities). These communications have been in the form of emails, slide
decks, marketing collateral, and verbal statements made on the phone and in face to face
meetings including at industry conferences. These communications are advertising
because they are directed to potential purchasers with the intent to induce a commercial
transaction and would be considered promotional and advertising statements within the
domain name industry. For example, in an email communication with Page Howe, who
Negari describes as "one of the most successful and well-respected domainers out there,"
Negari provided assurance that he was actually getting paid for the Network Solution
give free giveaways, Negari stated "I appreciate your concern and would like to assure
you that 100% of the registrations we've received from every registrar have been paid to
us at the full wholesale price. We ... are all audited by ICANN ... there is absolutely no
way any of us would be willing to break the rules." PX 190. This statement contains at
least two falsehoods: (1) XYZ actually was paid nothing for the domain names; and (2)
Page Howe could actually not rely on the ICANN audit because XYZ lied to ICANN and
did not disclose the existence of the Web.com/Networlc Solutions "round trip"
agreements even though ICANN requested this information, See PX 141 (XYZ stating
falsely in July 2014 "XYZ has not had any communications or written agreements with
Network Solutions LLC other than the RRA)," By way of another example, in a
communication to Faisal Premji (a representative of a registrar), Negari said "We are #1
— we out outselling any other new gTLD." PX 166 (emphasis added). This is not true —
XYZ was not "selling" -- it was giving away domain names to artificially create the
appearance of demand and urgency. Likewise, in response to an email from registrar
Google Domains, Negari says ".xyz is the #1 selling new gTLD, and we are selling over
2,000 domains a day right now at registrars all over the world," PX 161 (emphasis
added). These illustrations (which are not a comprehensive list) demonstrate that the
advertising statements were coordinated and consistent and they were spread across
potential purchasers in the industry often through one on one contact by XYZ personnel
including Negari himself and other personnel such as Andrew Brewer and Shayan
Rostam.

INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identify all Persons who contributed information used in
preparing Your answers to these interrogatories. If more than one Person provided the answers or
contributed such information, list for each such Person (1}the interrogatories to which that
person contributed information and (2) the specific information provided.

OBJECTIONS: None.

ANSWER: With the assistance of outside counsel, James Hubler, and Andrew
Simpson of Verisign prepared and reviewed each of these answers in a collaborative
process.
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Dated: July 8, 2015
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8010 Towers Crescent Drive, Suite 300
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
Phone: (703) 905-1404
Facsimile: (703) 821-8949
rlcmillernvenable. com
iundepalma cr,venable.com
lcwwei ag zed cr,venable.com
tschapmannvenable. com

Counsel to Plaintiff VeriSign, Inc.
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VERIFICATION 
-------

.~ b~ - -~Cres~_,_l~~z~eby ve7~ify that I have answered the foY•egoing

iX~tei•rogatories, wi1(~ the adtrice and ~ssisCance oi'eo~uisel, ai d although I relied on counsel for

the objections thel•e~to, the factual infoi•illatlon contained in the foregoing answers is true and

coi-reci to tl~e best of my knowledge, inforn~aCion, a»d belief.

I declare under penalty of perjury under' the laws of the United States that the

foregoing is true and correct.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 8th day of July, 2015, I caused the foregoing to be served via
first-class mail and electronic mail on:

9460421

Timothy J. Battle
524 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22320-4593
(703) 836-1216 Tel
(703) 549-3335 Fax
Email: tibattlenverizon.net

Derek A. Newman
Newman Du Wors, LLP
100 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 940
Santa Monica, CA 90401
310.359,8188 Tel
310.359.8190 Fax
do@newmanlaw. com

/s/

Randall K. Miller (VSB No. 70672)
Nicholas M. DePalma (VSB No. 72886)
Kevin W. Weigand (VSB No. 81073)
Taylor S, Chapman (VSB No. 81968)
VENABLE LLP
8010 Towers Crescent Drive, Suite 300
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
Phone: (703) 905-1404
Facsimile: (703) 821-8949
rklniller ~r,venable.com
nmdepalma(a~venable.com
lcwwei and(a~venable.com
tschapman~venable.com
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Counsel to Plaintiff VeriSign, Inc.
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